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Greetings!
Whether you have been a long time BRI newsletter reader or are newly finding out about us,
we think you'll be inspired by the gift that keeps on giving--Direct Primary Care and free
market healthcare options.
Luckily, BRI is not the only organization promoting these ideas. Michelle Lu
of Saint Louis University is the latest conference attendee on a BRI
scholarship to report on her takeaways from the AAPP Direct Primary Care
conference--not only on DPC, but on medical technology overall.
Michelle knows about medical innovation, too. She was on a team of SLU med
students who helped create an inspiring medical technology for patient care.
READ MICHELLE'S ARTICLE

BRI Leadership Conference Videos! Gunther, Accad

Julie Gunther, MD

Michel Accad, MD

Doctoring on Your Terms

Hippocratic Medicine in the Age of Population
Health
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BRI's successful Intern Program needs you.
We are very proud of the great work done by our energetic and dedicated interns. From
podcasts to pamphlets, informational flyers to chapter outreach, BRI interns are truly an
indispensable asset.
Interns have allowed BRI to grow and reach more and more students in exciting new ways.

But we need your financial help to be able to continue to do all this awesome
work! Please give as generously as you can.
Here's what our interns have accomplished so far!
Daniel Milyavsky, Stony Brook, produced BRI's
first pamphlet in an upcoming series, Saving the
Patient-Doctor Relationship: How electronic
health records, bureaucracy, and endless
regulations increasingly strain physicians'
relationships with their patients, and how we can fix
it.

Haran Sivakumar, Icahn, worked on BRI's soon to be released
podcasts (stay "tuned!"), supported a healthcare policy event in
California featuring Dr. Beth Haynes, and created the first in BRI's
educational pamphlet series, The ABC's of Medicare.

With proper attribution, please link to these materials in your own outreach, download or print
at will!
John Flo, St. Louis University, also worked on the upcoming
podcasts, represented BRI at the ISFL conference and has been
indispensable in a number of other important projects.

Please join BRI or donate today so that we can continue
to involve more medical students during their "off" weeks
in the important work of healthcare freedom!

Support BRI Today!

Thank you for your partnership and support!

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
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